1. Complete a mock exam on computer
2. Revise Woyzeck script – read through whole play, look at cards, IPad images/Key phrases
3. Look into other adaptations of it watching both the Splendid version and the Werner Herzog
film version
4. Read the two gentleman of Verona script
5. Research an original version of the two Gentleman of Verona
6. Gain a better grasp of the social political and historical context for both the Two Gentleman
of Verona and Woyzeck by Looking back at how both playwrights Buchner and Shakespeare
both wanted the pieces to be looked on as
7. Play through both plays alone, check for any ways to further character 8. Set out a family tree for the Two Gentleman of Verona of characters from the play, see what
makes them integral to the story
9. Research different methods of exploration for Woyzeck
10. Research different methods of exploration for the Two Gentleman of Verona
11. Set out a tree of characters and there relation to each other in the play Woyzeck, see what
makes them integral to the story
12. Plan out the most powerful or significant moments from both plays
13. Original performance conditions what this meant for our piece as a whole, light research on
Woyzeck more on Two Gentleman
14. Read over the two gentlemen of Verona theatre program, actors, props, lighting, director
15. Watch performance of Woyzeck and read notes
16. Make a list of past essay questions
17. Familiarise myself with exam layouts
18. Complete a full mock paper
19. Exam is 2 hours and 30 minutes
20. Double check on exam date and time.
21. Come prepared to exam, Write your 1000 word document for the Two Gentleman of Verona
22. Bring notebook
23. Practice drawing
24. Be sure to look at pictures taken of Two Gentlemen of Verona at everyman
25. Remember when constructing answers always to include your reasoning behind it to get the
most marks possible.

